The Bernini Palace Hotel is housed in a magnificent 15th century building located in the heart of Florence, just a few
minutes walking distance to the Galleria Uffizi, Piazza della Signoria, Basilica of Santa Croce, Ponte Vecchio, Duomo and many of
the renowned shopping streets like Via Tornabouni.
Find below few information about us:
.

...Why the Bernini Palace hotel?

















Luxurious and historical building of the 14th century
Central location in the heart of the City, second to none just a few minutes walking distance to the Galleria Uffizi, Piazza
della Signoria, Basilica of Santa Croce, Ponte Vecchio, Duomo and many of the renowned shopping streets like Via Tornabouni.
Location, Location, Location! :
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Hotel+Bernini+Palace/@43.769316,11.25755,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x1
32a5400d703bcf9:0xd4edd875a1b44a04
Nel piccol cerchio s’entrava per porta che si nominava da que’ della Pera (cit. Dante –Par. XVI 124-126) you can read this verse
from the Divine Commedy on the marble plate posted on the main facade of the Bernini Palace. Dante who lived near
this Palace mentioned it and its old owner La Pera family in his most popular literary work. The near House of Dante is
today a popular museum open for visit.
Splendid Buffet Breakfast in the historic Sala Parlamento, featuring a magnificent frescoed ceiling from the 15th century.
It was once the meeting place for members of Parliament and the Senators of the Kingdom of Italy (1865-1870). Many
records concerning the Unification of Italy were written here inside.
During this important period the Hotel was called Hotel Parlamento and in its spacious rooms deputies and senators
stayed and prearrange measures to be discussed at Palazzo Vecchio.
Boutique Hotel, 74 rooms with newly renovated Junior Suites and Deluxe Room. Some rooms overlook Piazza San
Firenze and boast magnificent views of the Cathedral, Palazzo Bargello and the Badia Fiorentina Bell Tower
Executive “Tuscan Floor” with thirteen beautifully renovated accommodations comprised of wood-beamed ceilings, fourposter beds, period decorations, precious textiles and magnificent tapestries
All rooms with pure linen bed sheets and hypoallergenic duvet and white, light cotton satin quilt cover and free wi-fi
connection
All bathrooms with the luxurious white marble of Carrara
Concierges, belonging to the international association Les Clefs d’Or and high professional staff. Mr. Foschi, the current
General Manager has been working at the Bernini Palace since 1990.
During the last two years the hotel has been completely renovated and restored to rediscover its authentic historical
personality
Restaurant La Chiostrina, recently opened on the lobby-level of the hotel and is located in a XVI century courtyard, we
serve a typical Italian and Tuscan menu, with some traditional specialisties like Pappa al Pomodoro and Bistecca alla
Fiorentina, and a wide selection of wines.
Garden Terrace on Bernini’s rooftop and surrounded by the history of Florence...it overlooks the Palazzo Vecchio!
Sala Corsini meeting room with natural light and modern equipment. It overlooks San Firenze square, it’s an exclusive
location for meetings and conference



The Hotel can organize several exclusive experiences for its guests like the visit to the Vasarian Corridor, the hidden
treasure of Florence, the secret passage of the Medici Family from where an incomparable and unrepeatable perspective
of the city can be seen.

...Why Florence..?












The birthplace of the Renaissance
1865-2015: 150 years ago Florence was the main Capital of the Italian Kingdom, during this important period Florence
received a sudden impulse of renewal
The historic centre is a World Heritage Site of UNESCO
Many squares, churches, museums and art galleries, such as the Uffizi Gallery, the Ponte Vecchio, the Accademia and the
Palazzo Pitti, Palazzo della Signoria
Ranked by Forbes as one of the most beautiful cities in the world.
Important city in Italian fashion
Various parks and gardens as the Boboli Gardens, the Parco delle Cascine (“The Hyde Park of Florence”), the Giardino Bardini
and the Giardino dei Semplici,
Florence lies in a basin formed by the amazing hills of Fiesole, Arcetri, Poggio Imperiale and Bellosguardo
Wonderful cuisine tradition, the Bistecca Fiorentina is one of the most famous dish and wine production, 20 minutes
distances to the Chianti, the first Italian wine production area
Located between Milan and Rome, serviced by the National Fast Train lines the Florentine train station is in the city
center and the international Airport located 10Km from the city.

You might also find latest news from the Bernini palace Hotel and the other Properties part of Duetorrihotels visiting our official
website www.duetorrihotels.com which includes today the following properties:

Grand Hotel Majestic « già Baglioni », Bologna – 5* L - Virtuoso - A Member of The Leading Hotels of the World
Due Torri Hotel, Verona – 5* - Virtuoso - A Member of The Leading Hotels of the World
Bernini Palace, Florence – 5*
Bristol Genoa– 4*
Business and Budget Hotel : Santa Barbara Hotel 4* and Alga Hotel 3 *s - Milan
Hotel Bernini Palace – Piazza San Firenze (Piazza della Signoria) 29 50122 Firenze – Italy
Tel: +39 055288621 - Fax:+39 055268272– E-mail: info.hotelbernini@duetorrihotels.com - www.duetorrihotels.com
DUETORRIHOTELS S.p.a.: BOLOGNA – FIRENZE – GENOVA – MILANO - VERONA

